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The medial prefrontal cortex in constructing
personality models
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Spotlight
A recent study by Hassabis et al. suggests that the brain
constructs ‘personality models’ of other people. When
imagining another individual, multi-voxel patterns of
fMRI activation in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)
contained information about the individual’s unique
combination of personality traits. The authors propose
that, in concert with other regions, the mPFC assembles
a model of another’s personality that is ultimately used
to predict behavior.

Humans are able to quickly acquire complex information
about other people and use this information to understand
and subsequently predict their behavior. Although the
neural mechanisms involved in this process have received
considerable attention, neuroimaging research has pre-
dominantly focused on how people infer others’ transient
mental states such as beliefs and intentions. This work has
afforded impressive knowledge about the brain basis of
‘mentalizing’, or theory of mind, including the consistent
finding that a network of regions – the mentalizing net-
work – is recruited to represent the transient contents of
another’s mind [1].

Comparatively few studies have examined how the
brain represents another person’s dispositional character-
istics such as personality traits. Some research suggests
that within the mentalizing network, the temporoparietal
junction is more involved in the processing of another’s
transient beliefs, whereas the mPFC integrates such in-
formation into higher-order representations such as an
individual’s enduring traits [2]. A recent study by Hassabis
et al. [3] took an innovative approach to investigating the
brain’s representation of personality using neural decod-
ing. The authors propose that the brain constructs ‘per-
sonality models’, or precise representations of an
individual’s personality that are ultimately used to predict
others’ behavior.

In the study, participants learned the personalities of
four target individuals via a series of statements describing
their behavior. The four targets independently differed in
the degree (low versus high) to which they embodied two
‘Big Five’ personality dimensions: agreeableness and ex-
traversion. During a subsequent fMRI session, partici-
pants were prompted with a variety of social situations
(e.g., spilling one’s drink in a bar) and were tasked with
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imagining how the situations would play out for a given
target. Multivariate classification results revealed that
neural patterns in the anterior mPFC could reliably dis-
criminate which of the four target individuals a participant
was imagining at that time. Specifically, this region
appeared to track unique combinations of a target’s agree-
ableness (low or high) and extraversion (low or high).
Independently, agreeableness was discriminated in pat-
terns of the posterior cingulate cortex (pCC), while extra-
version was discriminated in patterns of the left lateral
temporal cortex (LTC) and dorsal mPFC. Connectivity
analyses indicated that the anterior mPFC region was
functionally coupled with regions discriminating the spe-
cific traits. On the basis of these findings, the authors argue
that the anterior mPFC constructs a personality model of a
unique target individual, while the pCC, left LTC, and
dorsal mPFC are involved in processing a target’s specific
traits. They suggest that the connectivity results demon-
strate how the trait information is integrated into a per-
sonality model generated by the anterior mPFC.

The notion that the brain may implicitly construct a
model of another individual’s personality – specifically a
model of another’s ‘Big Five’ dimensions – from learned
behaviors and access that model while imagining a target
individual is a fascinating premise. Previous neuroimaging
studies have shown that the mPFC is involved in proces-
sing traits implied by behavioral statements (as in the
classic ‘spontaneous trait inference’ paradigm [4]) and in
representing a possible ‘trait code’ [5], but such studies
have focused on the mPFC’s role in extracting single traits
during encoding of behavioral statements. Hassabis et al.
[3] put forth the striking argument that any number of a
target individual’s traits may be assembled into a multidi-
mensional personality model integrated in the anterior
mPFC and that this model is spontaneously accessed when
simulating that individual in a novel situation.

Hassabis et al.’s [3] approach and results are exciting,
but an important question for future research to address
will be what exactly is coded by voxel patterns in their
paradigm. For example, if a region’s voxel patterns dis-
criminate between thinking of an extraverted versus intro-
verted individual, does this reflect a genuine coding of that
underlying trait dimension or some cognitive or evaluative
state in response to extraverted versus introverted indi-
viduals? The fact that different regions were involved in
discriminating extraversion and agreeableness might sup-
port the concern that these regions’ voxel patterns reflect
other mental states or representations that co-vary with
thinking about introverted versus extroverted or low-
versus high-agreeable targets, respectively. For instance,
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such patterns could be involved in discriminating the per-
ceived mood of introverted versus extroverted individuals or
an evaluative response to low- versus high-agreeable indi-
viduals. Given the results of prior fMRI adaptation studies,
one might expect a genuine trait code to be represented in a
single region (e.g., mPFC) for multiple traits [5]. The fact
that anterior mPFC patterns reflected the unique combina-
tion of two dimensions could also potentially reflect co-
varying states or representations (e.g., different evaluations
of an extroverted low-agreeable versus introverted low-
agreeable individual) rather than a genuine trait code.
Future studies could adopt Hassabis et al.’s innovative
approach using a larger trait space (e.g., all ‘Big Five’
dimensions) and using graded rather than discrete levels
on these dimensions to more comprehensively probe the
nature of personality representation in the mPFC. Such
work could also examine multi-voxel patterns associated
with traits during on-line encoding (rather than off-line
simulation) for a better understanding of the component
processes underlying such personality representation.

Undoubtedly, given the authors’ argument that the
mPFC constructs personality models that are accessed
while simulating others’ behavior, the stage is now set
for future research. Multivariate fMRI in tandem with
advanced data-driven techniques [6] could be of great
utility in this endeavor, as it may prove difficult to deter-
mine if the brain would represent another’s personality in
the form of the full five-factor model (or other models from
behavioral research). For example, prominent models of
face evaluation and stereotyping using data-driven tech-
niques have found a different set of dimensions to underlie
trait judgments [7,8], and such techniques are ripe for
application in understanding neural representations of
personality traits. It will be critical to address whether a
local unified personality model even exists in the brain,
2

rather than conceptual and trait information retrieved in
response to specific individuals (somewhat akin to proto-
type vs. exemplar models of categorization [9]). Indeed,
prior behavioral studies suggest the existence of only
limited personality models based on idiosyncratically cen-
tral traits [10], but Hassabis et al.’s novel approach now
opens the door to investigating whether a far more com-
prehensive multidimensional ‘personality space’ is implic-
itly constructed by the brain. If true, it would be
remarkable.
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